
"I want to improve my career prospects by
delivering training the upper management notices

and likes."

Age: 32
Family: Single
Location: Sydney
Income: $110,000
Education: BA English, Sydney Uni

Personality
Introvert Extrovert

Analytical Creative

Conservative Liberal

Passive Active

Intelligent Proactive

Friendly Helpful

Motivations
Incentive

Fear

Achievement

Growth

Power

Social

Bio
Self motivated, values driven learning and
development consultant with a strong interest in
enhancing organisational culture and building
capacity of employees by developing and
implementing internal frameworks and processes,
and aligning them to the organisation's strategies
and objectives.

Job Description
Responsible for end-to-end training activity for
100 employees up to senior management level
Responsible for design and delivery of blended
learning solutions such as coaching, classroom
training, & e-learning developed both in-house
and with expert third parties
Delivers training to employees, mostly at
management level
Manages & oversees development of a training
team of 5
Management of training budget ~$100,000

Pain Points
Feels pressured by workload
Budgetary constraints
Getting employees to take training
Communicating the value of L&D to
management

Preferred Learning Style
Classroom

Reading

Videos

eLearning

Course Goals
Better manage eLearning course outsourcing
Update Captivate courses with minor changes
Manage developers converting F2F courses to
Captivate
Better understand the capabilities and limitations
of Captivate
Understand end-to-end eLearning development
process

Course Fears
Won't have enough knowledge of eLearning
Not a developer

Skills
Captivate

PowerPoint

Learning Management System Admin

Learning Theory & Concepts

Technical Terminology

Internet

"Teach a person to fish and they eat for life"

Age: 38
Family: Single
Location: Sydney
Income: $90,000
Education: Electrical Trade

Personality
Introvert Extrovert

Analytical Creative

Conservative Liberal

Passive Active

Smart Practical Organised

Motivations
Incentive

Fear

Achievement

Growth

Power

Social

Bio
An accomplished versatile Trainer, Facilitator and
Coaching professional with a wide range of global
experience including Australia, India, China, Japan
and the US. Focused on assisting people and
groups in taking greater accountability in achieving
their goals and driving organisational success.
I’m passionate about enabling individuals, teams
and organisations to improve the quality of their
performance and workplace relationships.

Job Description
Design Development and Delivery of Training
across multiple disciplines and cultures
Advanced coaching and mentoring skills
Highly developed facilitation skills
Stakeholder management
Building effective teams

Pain Points
Time poor
Lots of projects
Impatient
Lots of training time, so limted time for own
admin

Preferred Learning Style
Classroom

Reading

Videos

eLearning

Course Goals
Create blended learning by taking traditional
classroom content and converting to eLearning
Create quizzes.
Convert PowerPoint to Captivate (eLearning).

Course Fears
Concerned with being distracted by work stuff
and not being able to concentrate
Lots of technical jargon won't understand

Skills
Captivate

PowerPoint

Learning Management System Admin

Learning Theory & Concepts

Learning Technologies

Technical Terminology

"Simplify learning through good design"

Age: 42
Family: Married
Location: Sydney
Income: $120,000
Education: Masters Adult Education

Personality
Introvert Extrovert

Analytical Creative

Conservative Liberal

Passive Active

Intelligent Proactive

Friendly Helpful

Motivations
Incentive

Fear

Achievement

Growth

Power

Social

Bio
She is senior technical communicator with a
background in training and education. For over 15
years she has specialised in developing clear and
useful procedure documents and training
materials to support effective training, business
processes, and software implementation projects.
She is a qualified trainer but gets a geeky thrill from
improving the structure of long documents and
websites to improve clarity, usability, navigation,
and eliminate user confusion and boredom..

Job Description
Self-employed so time and efficiency is important.
Self-sufficient on a variety of technical tools,
especially MS Office, Blogs (Wordpress), LinkedIn
and Social media.
Very competent in finding things out as needed.
May have used other Authoring tools and limited
experience with Captivate.

ID who designs eLearning modules (requirements
gathering, outlining, storyboarding, testing), but
doesn't actually build the module in Captivate.
Rather they write storyboards that are handed
over to a separate development team. This ID is
familiar with the functionality of Captivate and
understands how it works at a high level, but
would not feel comfortable actually using the
software.

Pain Points
Manage client expectations
Is stressed out by all the emails from clients
Turning down work due to lack of time. Can't
say no
Turning down work due to lack of technical
skills
Deadlines and working long hours

Not being familiar with how interactions can be
designed in Captivate. Content pages are easy to
understand; however, activity pages need a bit
more thought. Many interactions are similar across
all eLearning modules - MCQs, drag & drops, fill in
the blanks, matching, etc. What options does
Captivate offer and how can they 'work' in the real-
world? How can I write my storyboards in a way
that takes advantage of the functionality, creating a
solid learning experience?

Preferred Learning Style
Classroom

Reading

Videos

eLearning

Course Goals
To increase knowledge to be more employable
Increase their knowledge of mobile learning
development
Wants to know the tips and tricks to increase
productivity
To understand the end to end process
Be able to outsource more efficiently and brief
developers
Create portfolio example with Captivate

Gain a clearer understanding of what Captivate
can and cannot do and how that translates into
storyboard design. It would be useful to see the
various ways interactions can be designed,
what you need to consider when designing
these pages and best practices. (# of attempts,
feedback options, etc).

Course Fears
Losing time to work on work (time is money)
Another piece of technology to know
It would be too long and cover a lot of
components I would never use. Or the course
would try to make me a 'Captivate developer'. 
The above types of information are usually
learned when you are playing around in the
software building a module. However, I don't
have an interest in being a developer nor do I
want to purchase a Captivate licence. Rather I'm
interested in gaining more in-depth knowledge
of its capabilities so that I can design better
learner interactions.

Skills
Captivate

PowerPoint

Learning Management System Admin

Learning Theory & Concepts

Learning Technologies

Technical Terminology

"There's always a vegetarian, even if they don't fill
out the catering form"

Age: 23
Family: Single
Location: Sydney
Income: $80,000
Education: Bachelor Human Resources (still
studying)

Personality
Introvert Extrovert

Analytical Creative

Conservative Liberal

Passive Active

Friendly Proactive Helpful

Motivations
Incentive

Fear

Achievement

Growth

Power

Social

Bio
A motivated and enthusiastic L&D professional for
over 3 years with demonstrated experience in
learning & development, training programs,
coordinating, logistics, customer service.

Job Description
Training coordinator in charge of class scheduling,
LMS user administration, reporting.
Spends most work time in a primary office location
working on a laptop or desktop. The go-to person
for LMS technical support.

Preferred Learning Style
Classroom

Reading

Videos

eLearning

Pain Points
Manage business workload
Is stressed out by all the emails from the
business
Everybody goes to Admin for all questions (goto
person)
Budgetary Constraints when booking venues
and training / vendors

Course Goals
Becomeupskilled for career progression
Manage vendors and outsourcing more
efficiently by understanding the processes and
software

Course Fears
May be too technical
Steep learning curve

Skills
Captivate

PowerPoint

Learning Management System Admin

Learning Theory & Concepts

Learning Technologies

Technical Terminology

"Safety is number one priority!"

Age: 36
Family: Married
Location: Sydney
Income: $110,000
Education: Bachelor of Applied Science
(Environmental Health)

Personality
Introvert Extrovert

Analytical Creative

Conservative Liberal

Passive Active

Friendly Proactive Helpful

Motivations
Incentive

Fear

Achievement

Growth

Power

Social

Bio
Environmental Health and Safety Professional with
6 years’ experience gained in engineering
consulting working on a number of key
infrastructure projects in NSW, ACT and QLD.
This includes establishing the audit program for
the region, assisting with updating procedures,
developing and maintaining tools to enable the
team to perform their duties (conduct internal
audits, training and internal reporting), as well as
monitoring and measuring quality and
environmental performance indicators..

Job Description
SMEs who will be charged with making small
updates to source files. Original Stakeholder who
wrote the content and outsourced the
development of the eLearning module.

Pain Points
Managing internal relationship with head office
Tight deadlines
Is stressed out by all the emails from the
business
Lack of senior management buy-in for
compliance training
Reporting
LMS doesn't produce dashboards on
completion

Preferred Learning Style
Classroom

Reading

Videos

eLearning

Course Goals
To be able to update existing source files with
small changes, URL updates, quiz updates
Ensure consistent messaging and look and feel
across all compliance training
To make compliance training updates an ELT
topic of discussion at monthly meetings
Creating dashboards for reporting

Course Fears
May have limited time to practice when back at
work
Needs to find time to practice
Likely to forget if not applied straight away

Skills
Captivate

PowerPoint

Learning Management System Admin

Learning Theory & Concepts

Learning Technologies

Technical Terminology

"Want to make learning accessible
to everyone"

Age: 32
Family: Single
Location: Sydney

Personality
Introvert Extrovert

Analytical Creative

Conservative Liberal

Passive Active

Learning & Development Manager

Intelligent Proactive Friendly

Helpful

Description
Looking at up-skilling members of their team. Need to know ROI
and outcomes for staff

Goals
Identify and address skills.
Provide interesting courses employees will like.
Provide valuable content for an event.
To understand the end to end process.
Better manage outsourcing and delegating.

Frustrations
Feels pressured by workload.
Is stressed out by all the emails from the business.
Finding the most effective ROI for all training.
Budgetary Constraints.

Bio
Self motivated, values driven learning and development
consultant with a strong interest in enhancing organisational
culture and building capacity of employees by developing and
implementing internal frameworks and processes, and aligning
them to the organisation's strategies and objectives.

Skills
Captivate

PowerPoint

Learning Management System Admin

Learning Theory & Concepts

Learning Technologies

Technical Terminology

Motivations
Incentive

Fear

Achievement

Growth

Power

Social

Preferred Learning Style
Classroom

Reading

Videos

eLearning

"Teach a person to fish"

Age: 38
Family: Single
Location: Sydney

Personality
Introvert Extrovert

Analytical Creative

Conservative Liberal

Passive Active

Internal Trainer

Smart Practical Organised

Description
Can use PowerPoint and Word, but may not be too
knowledgeable on templates or Master Slides (PPT).
More likely to have come to the position from being a SME or
technical expert in the organisation. Knows of and understands
different learning styles.

Goals
Design Development and Delivery of Training across multiple
disciplines and cultures.
Create quizzes.
Convert PowerPoint to Captivate (eLearning).

Frustrations
Time poor.
Lots of projects.
Impatient.

Bio
An accomplished versatile Trainer, Facilitator and Coaching
professional with a wide range of global experience including
Australia, India, China, Japan and the US. Focused on assisting
people and groups in taking greater accountability in achieving
their goals and driving organisational success.
I’m passionate about enabling individuals, teams and
organisations to improve the quality of their performance and
workplace relationships.

Skills
Captivate

PowerPoint

Learning Management System Admin

Learning Theory & Concepts

Learning Technologies

Technical Terminology

Motivations
Incentive

Fear

Achievement

Growth

Power

Social

Preferred Learning Style
Classroom

Reading

Videos

eLearning

"Simplify learning through good
design"

Age: 42
Family: Married
Location: Sydney

Personality
Introvert Extrovert

Analytical Creative

Conservative Liberal

Passive Active

Freelance Instructional Designer

Intelligent Proactive Friendly

Helpful

Description
Self-employed so time and efficiency is important. Self-sufficient
on a variety of technical tools, especially MS Office, Blogs,
LinkedIn and Social media.
Very competent in finding things out as needed. May have used
other Authoring tools and limited experience with Captivate

Goals
To increase their knowledge to be more employable.
Increase their knowledge of mobile learning development.
Wants to know the tips and tricks to increase productivity.
To understand the end to end process.

Frustrations
Manage client expectations.
Is stressed out by all the emails from the business.
Finding the most effective ROI for all training.
Budgetary Constraints.

Bio
She is senior technical communicator with a background in
training and education. For over 15 years she has specialised in
developing clear and useful procedure documents and training
materials to support effective training, business processes, and
software implementation projects. She is a qualified trainer but
gets a geeky thrill from improving the structure of long
documents and websites to improve clarity, usability, navigation,
and eliminate user confusion and boredom..

Skills
Captivate

PowerPoint

Learning Management System Admin

Learning Theory & Concepts

Learning Technologies

Technical Terminology

Motivations
Incentive

Fear

Achievement

Growth

Power

Social

Preferred Learning Style
Classroom

Reading

Videos

eLearning

"There's always a vegetarian, even
if they don't fill out the catering form"

Age: 23
Family: Single
Location: Sydney

Personality
Introvert Extrovert

Analytical Creative

Conservative Liberal

Passive Active

L&D Administrator

Friendly Proactive Helpful

Description
Training coordinator in charge of class scheduling, LMS user
administration, reporting.
Spends most work time in a primary office location working on a
laptop or desktop. The go-to person for LMS technical support.

Goals
To increase their knowledge to be more employable.
Increase their knowledge of mobile learning development.
Wants to know the tips and tricks to increase productivity.
To understand the end to end process.

Frustrations
Manage client expectations.
Is stressed out by all the emails from the business.
Finding the most effective ROI for all training.
Budgetary Constraints.

Bio
A motivated and enthusiastic L&D professional for over 3 years
with demonstrated experience in learning & development,
training programs, coordinating, logistics, customer service.

Skills
Captivate

PowerPoint

Learning Management System Admin

Learning Theory & Concepts

Learning Technologies

Technical Terminology

Motivations
Incentive

Fear

Achievement

Growth

Power

Social

Preferred Learning Style
Classroom

Reading

Videos

eLearning

"Safety is number one priority!"

Age: 36
Family: Married
Location: Sydney

Personality
Introvert Extrovert

Analytical Creative

Conservative Liberal

Passive Active

Compliance Officer -
Internal Course Maintenance

Friendly Proactive Helpful

Description
SMEs who will be charged with making small updates to source
files. Original Stakeholder who wrote the content and outsourced
the development of the eLearning module.

Goals
To be able to update existing source files with small changes,
URL updates, quiz updates.
Ensure consistent messaging and look and feel across all
compliance training.
To make compliance training updates an ELT topic of
discussion at monthly meetings.
Creating dashboards for reporting.

Frustrations
Managing internal relationship with head office.
Tight deadlines.
Is stressed out by all the emails from the business.
Lack of senior management buy-in for compliance training.
Reporting.

Bio
Environmental Health and Safety Professional with 6 years’
experience gained in engineering consulting working on a
number of key infrastructure projects in NSW, ACT and QLD.
This includes establishing the audit program for the region,
assisting with updating procedures, developing and maintaining
tools to enable the team to perform their duties (conduct internal
audits, training and internal reporting), as well as monitoring and
measuring quality and environmental performance indicators..

Skills
Captivate

PowerPoint

Learning Management System Admin

Learning Theory & Concepts

Learning Technologies

Technical Terminology

Motivations
Incentive

Fear

Achievement

Growth

Power

Social

Preferred Learning Style
Classroom

Reading

Videos

eLearning

Learning & Development Manager - Claire Sumners - V2

Drivers

Preference

Learning Tech

Internal Trainer - Scott Rowlands - V2

Drivers

Preference

Learning Tech

Freelance Instructional Designer - Jasmine Beck - V2

Drivers

Preference

Learning Tech

L&D Administrator - Michelle Yim - V2

Drivers

Preference

Learning Tech

Internal Course Maintenance (Compliance Officer) - Michael Wicks - V2

Drivers

Preferences

Learning Tech

Claire Sumners

Scott Rowlands

Jasmine Beck

Michelle Yim

Michael Wicks


